EYFS LEARNING LOG
Date Set: 19th February

Date Due: Completed by 23rd March

TOPIC: Are Eggs Alive?/Which Is The Biggest Dinosaur?
The expectation is that every child completes 2 tasks.
If you complete more (or even all of them!) that would be fantastic!

Make and/or decorate an egg
with any materials of your
choice. Write about how you
made and/or decorated the
egg and why you chose to
make it the way you did.

Design a poster to show the
life cycle of a chicken (egg,
chick, chicken). Draw pictures
to show what happens and
label your pictures. Write
sentences to explain the
process.

Write a shopping list to take to
the shop. In the shop, look at
your items’ prices with an
adult. Help your adult to pay
for the shopping using coins.
Take pictures to show your
class along with your list.
Challenge 1:
Find and read some poems
about dinosaurs or chicks.
Bring in your favourites to
share with your class. Have a
go at writing your own poem
and see if you can make it
rhyme!

Bake a cake! With an adult,
find a recipe to follow. Help to
measure out the ingredients
carefully and to mix and pour.
Take pictures and label them
to explain how you made the
cake.
Challenge 2:
Make an Easter bonnet out of
any material of your choice.
Try to add as many details as
possible. Write instructions to
explain how to make the
bonnet.

Practise reading and writing
phase 2 and phase 3 tricky
words. Can you write some
sentences using some of the
words? Read them back to an
adult. Have you remembered
full stops, finger spaces and
capital letters?
With a tape measure or ruler,
go on a length walk around
your house or area. Measure
the different objects you find.
Take pictures and display your
measurements in any way you
choose.
Challenge 3:
Make an information booklet
about dinosaurs. Research
some facts about different
dinosaurs and make a booklet
to display them. Draw pictures
and write captions to make it
look realistic.

Every week you must also:
• Read your reading book
• Practice your phonics
• Practice number recognition and counting
• Talk to your Mum, Dad or Carer about your school day.
Parent/Carer comment: Did your child enjoy completing the task with you? Were they enthusiastic in

completing the task?

How did you find your homework – colour in 1, 2 or 3 smiley faces:

Every task completed = a sticker
2 or more tasks completed = a certificate
Completed tasks will be celebrated at the end of the half term
We will have an opportunity each Monday to share homework.

